Rose Show Schedule (Including examples)

1: One bloom of any rose. There should
not be other roses or buds in the
photograph.
(Linda’s tip: rose can be hybrid tea form
or exhibition stage (the stage which the
rose most beautiful).

HT form: ‘Blake

Exhibition Stage: ‘Graham

2: One rose, fully open, stamens must show. There should not be other
roses or buds in the photograph.
‘Hannah Gordon’

3: One spray, two or more blooms, any rose. There MUST be at least
two rose blooms of the same variety. A spray is when a rose bush has
multiple blooms coming from one single stem. (Linda’s Tip: Buds add
beauty and are perfectly okay, but buds do not count as blooms).
‘Fourth of July’
4. A photo of any rose garden. Photographs
should show the use of roses within the structure of a garden, which
can be widely variable. Roses should dominate in the photograph, and
some layout of the garden should be visible.
‘ZephIrine Drouhin’

5: Macro Photography: Photographs should be an EXTREME close-up
photo of any part of the rose or rose plant. Color, Black & White,
Sepia, or combinations of these are permitted in this class.
‘The Squire’

Rules
1. Competition is open to all registered attendees of the Il-IN Spring District meeting. All
entries are to be placed by 10 a.m. Saturday, March 30, 2019.
2. All roses shown in the photography entries must have been grown in an outdoor garden
but need not be grown by the exhibitor.
3. All photographs MUST be the work of the exhibitor.
4. Exhibitors may enter up to five (5) photographs in any Class.
5. Previous winning photographs, defined as First through and including Third place in the
ARS American Rose Magazine contest or in any ARS National, District or Local contest
may not be entered in this Photography competition.
6. All Photographs are to be a 5” X 7” with an 8 X 10 mat — orientation of Landscape or
Portrait. We have several mats available - first come / first served.
7. All rights to the exhibited photographs are to be retained by the owners of the
photograph; however, by submitting a photograph to the contest, the exhibitor warrants
that he or she owns the copyright of the submitted photograph.
8. Rose varieties photographed must be entered using ARS approved exhibition names as
listed in the following ARS publications; Modern Roses 12 (Book and Data Base), the
Official List of Approved Exhibition Names for Judges & Exhibitors, The Handbook for
Selecting Roses, or Recent Registrations on the ARS website. In instances where a variety
is NOT listed in any of the above ARS Rose Publications, a listing in the 2018 Combined
Rose List (CRL) is acceptable.
9. Reason for Disqualification. Unlabeled, mislabeled, exhibitors name is visible, violation
of Show Rules, previously exhibited photograph, roses that are NOT outdoor grown.
10.Reasons for Penalization. Misnamed. A photograph that uses photo-editing software for
any reason other than cropping, rotation, lightening, darkening, minor clean up
corrections for camera sensor dirt or sharpening the image will be severely penalized.
11.A completed (Top & Bottom) Entry Tag (provided) must be attached to the upper lefthand corner of the photograph.
12.Photography Judges shall be ARS accredited Horticultural and Arrangement Judges who
have demonstrated expertise in Photography.

13. IL-IN District Certificates will be given for Queen, King & Princess.

Scorecard for Judging Rose Photography
Conformance .......................... 5 Points
Specific Section ..................... 50 Points
Composition ......................... 15 Points
Technique ............................. 15 Points
Distinction ............................ 15 Points

Total Points

100 Points

